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Enterprise 4 
Units 1&2 

Vocabulary 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Someone who sells fish is a…………………………….. 

(fisher man - fisher – fishmonger – sailor) 

2. Martin is a/an……………… he studies the positions of stars and 

planets and how they affect the behavior of humans. 

(astronomer – meteorologist – astrologer – weather presenter) 

3. To get my foot in the door means to……………………………... 

(come to an end – get started – finish – stop) 

4. His………as a tennis player came to an end when he had a broken arm. 

(career – job – occupation – profession) 

5. He is a/an……………matador. He is paid for his work. 

(amateur – professional – athletic – trainee) 

6. She is popular……….many people in the region. 

(in – with – for – at) 

7. He is very rich. He always afford expensive………………places. 

(exclusive – reasonable – sophisticated – limited ) 

8. Over 15 million people live in the………………… of Cairo. 

(village – town – district – metropolis) 

9. The Nile River is of great………………..importance. 

(antique – ancient – old – historical) 

10. He read the………….well before he decided to go to the museum. 

(leaflet - hand out – prospectus – brochure) 
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11.The work of the archaeologist…………………the remains of the lost city. 

(revealed – gear – transform – restored) 

12.The tourists bought tickets for a/an………………around the town. 

(expedition – travel – sightseeing – excursion) 

13.I was taken…………by his bad attitude.  

(down – back – aback – to) 

14.The government decided to……………….. Baron Castle into an  

    enormous hotel.  

(transmit – transform – transplant – transfuse) 

15.Tom doesn't like to ………………. with his friends as he has no time. 

(meet – socialize – support – make) 

16.My favorite dress is a bright orange……………….one. 

(flower – florist – floral – blue) 

17. Mathew is not a……………person, he can't make up his mind about  

      anything.  

(decide – decisive – decision – persuasive) 

18. Janet works full time and takes care of two children as well, she really  

……..…………… 

(as busy as a bee – has what it takes – has her hands full – 

as strong as an ox) 
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19. The spy was arrested because had given ……………important secrets to 

the enemies. 

(away – out – up – on) 

20. I go to school every day …………… a bike. 

(by – in – on – with) 

Fill the spaces with the suitable words: 

{along- typical- redundant- exclusive – persistent - out of} 

1.John ………….…, he never gives up and always finishes what he starts. 

2.I was made……………………when the company closed down. 

3.That club is very………………; only rich people can afford to go there. 

4.It's……………… of Tom to be 10 minutes late for his appointments. 

5.You should try to get …..……… with Tom, he's your brother after all. 

Grammar 

Rewrite using the words in brackets 

1.My father was very tired so that he couldn't work.             (too) 

 …………………………………………………………………………………..  

2.Mary is too short, so she can't reach the shelf.               (enough) 

   ………………………………………………………………………………… 

3.I am fond of reading comics.                                              (keen) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.My dad died 1981.                                                             (away) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 
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5.Sue stopped smoking last year.                                         (gave) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

6.I don't watch T.V at all.                                                        (hate) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

7.Tom used to have many friends.                                       (friendly) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

8.The last time I drank tea was a week ago.                          (drunk) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

9.I had a meal and then I had a bath.                                      (until) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

10.Tom is a famous dentist. His hospital is a big one.           (whose) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

11.I go to a language school. I learn English in it.                  (where) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

12.All the cars which Germany makes are excellent.              (made) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

13. I baked a cake. I gave half of it to my sister.                    (which) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

14. I have two brothers. Neither of them likes seafood.          (whom) 

………………………………………………………………………………… 

15. Tom started working for our company 15 years ago.         (been) 

   ………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Novel 

Great Expectations 

Ch.1-5 

1. The theme of guilt appeared at the beginning of the novel. 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………  

2."You get me a file and some food. Bring them to me tomorrow, or I 

will cut your heart out!" Comment 

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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3.Mrs. Joe appeared to be a bad sister to Pip. Illustrate 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

4.Miss Havisham's house refers to her character. Elaborate 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

5.What did Pip think of Estella? 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 
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6.Pip told a lot of lies about his visit to Miss Havisham. Discuss 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

7."Why don't you cry?" Comment 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

8. Joe allows Mrs. Joe to treat him badly. Discuss 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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9. What happened to Pip's sister? 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Poetry 

Tears  

Tears, idle tears, I know not what they mean, 
Tears from the depth of some divine despair 

Rise in the heart, and gather in the eyes, 
In looking on the happy autumn-fields, 

And thinking of the days that are no more. 
1- Paraphrase the previous stanza and pick out THREE figures of 

speech! 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

2- Where is Tennyson’s imagery drawn from? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

3- With reference to the poem show that Tennyson was not sad about the 

loss of a particular friend but about his life at large?  

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Ah, sad and strange as in dark summer dawns 

The earliest pipe of half-awakened birds 

To dying ears, when unto dying eyes 

The casement slowly grows a glimmering square; 

So sad, so strange, the days that are no more. 

4- Paraphrase the previous stanza and pick out THREE figures of 

speech! 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

5- What is the main idea of the poem? 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Spotlights On Islam 

Ch.3  

The Pre-Islamic Society 

1-What was Prophet Mohammed known for? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2-Why was the prophet sent? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- How did the Meccans receive the prophet's claim? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

4-What was the plight of all prophets? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

5-What characterized the change made by Islam in Mecca? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

6-What does Islam call the pre-Islamic period? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

7-Why were the pre-Islamic Arabs illiterate? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

8-What civilizations surrounded the Arabs? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

9-Where did Prophet Mohammed start his mission? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

10-Where did Prophet Mohammed's message revolutionize life? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

11-How was the pre-Islamic society? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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12-Why did the slave dealers have a flourishing market in the pre-

Islamic society? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

13-What was the position of woman in the pre-Islamic community? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

14-Why did the Arabs welcome male infants? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

15-What didn't they welcome the female infants? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

16-what were the positive elements in the pre-Islamic society? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

17-What were the bad habits in Arabia before Islam? 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Model Exam 1 

(Enterprise 4) A Level 

(A) Vocabulary & Structure 

1- Choose the correct word(s) between brackets: 

1- Judges should be (brave – courageous – polite – fair). 

2- The restaurant (members – crew – staff – group) are very well qualified. 

3- He is very popular (on – by – to – with) the crowds. 

4- We dived off our yacht and swam to the (coast – shore – seaside – bank). 

5- Fasten your seatbelts before the plane takes (up – off – over – in). 

6- While (reading – was reading – read – has read) the story, my friend phoned me. 

7- My brother used to (played – play – playing – player) tennis. 

8- He came with a friend (whose – who – where – which) waited outside in the car. 

9- Mr. Tarek (stay – stays – is staying – staying) in a hotel these days. 

10-  This area is (neither – that – so – too) polluted for anyone to live there. 

2- Fill in the gaps using the words between brackets: 

(historical – astrologers – career – occupation – historic – has what it takes 

– as cunning as a fox) 

1- She …………………..to be an actress. She is talented and hard-working. 

2- She started her ……………as a writer at the age of 18. 

3- I don’t take …………………seriously. How can you predict the future by 

studying the stars and planets. 

4- The tourist company gives us a ……………….for sightseeing places. 

5- Khan El Khalili is a ………………….place. 

3- Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) between brackets and 

giving the same meaning: 

1- I’m short, so I can’t reach the books on the upper shelf.  (enough) 

……………………………………………………………………….. 

2- He is wise and calm.                                              (as) 

………………………………………………………………………… 

3- I’ve planned to visit Ann tomorrow.                    (am) 

………………………………………………………………………...   

4-  It is his habit to pray on time.                                (used) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 

5- When did they move to the new house?                   (How long) 

…………………………………………………………………………. 
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(B) Literature 

4) Novel “Great Expectations”: 

ons only:Answer TWO questi        

1- The theme of guilt appeared at the beginning of the novel. Discuss 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Miss Havisham's house refers to her character. Elaborate 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

3- Pip told a lot of lies about his visit to Miss Havisham. Discuss 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 

Comment on ONE quotation only: 

1- "You get me a file and some food. Bring them to me tomorrow, or I will cut your 

heart out!"                                                              Comment 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 
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2- "Why don't you cry?" Comment 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 

4- Poetry “Tears, Idle Tears”: 

Tears, idle tears, I know not what they mean, 

Tears from the depth of some divine despair, 

Rise in the heart, and gather to the eyes, 

In looking on the happy Autumn-fields, 

And thinking of the days that are no more. 

Answer TWO questions only: 

1- What is the main idea of the poem? 

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………… 

2- Pick out TWO figures of speech and paraphrase the previous stanza. 

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………… 

3- Who wrote the poem? 

……………………………………………………………………………… 

(C) Reading Comprehension 

6- Read the following passage, then answer the questions: 

Persuasion is the art of convincing someone to agree with your point of view. 

According to the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle, there are three basic tools of 

persuasion: ethos, pathos, and logos. Ethos is a speaker’s way of convincing the 

audience that she is a credible source. An audience will consider a speaker credible 

if she seems trustworthy, reliable, and sincere. This can be done in many ways. For 

example, a speaker can develop ethos by explaining how much experience or 

education she has in the field. After all, you would be more likely to listen to advice 

about how to take care of your teeth from a dentist than a firefighter. A speaker can 

also create ethos by convincing the audience that she is a good person who has their 

best interests at heart. If an audience cannot trust you, you will not be able to 

persuade them. Pathos is a speaker’s way of connecting with an audience’s 
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emotions. For example, a speaker who is trying to convince an audience to vote for 

him might say that he alone can save the country from a terrible war. These words 

are intended to fill the audience with fear, thus making them want to vote for him. 

Similarly, a charity organization that helps animals might show an audience 

pictures of injured dogs and cats. These images are intended to fill the viewers with 

pity. If the audience feels bad for the animals, they will be more likely to donate 

money. Logos is the use of facts, information, statistics, or other evidence to make 

your argument more convincing. An audience will be more likely to believe you if 

you have data to back up your claims. For example, a commercial for soap might 

tell you that laboratory tests have shown that their soap kills all 7,000,000 of the 

bacteria living on your hands right now. This piece of information might make you 

more likely to buy their brand of soap. Presenting this evidence is much more 

convincing than simply saying “our soap is the best!” Use of logos can also 

increase a speaker’s ethos; the more facts a speaker includes in his argument, the 

more likely you are to think that he is educated and trustworthy. Although ethos, 

pathos, and logos all have their strengths, they are often most effective when they 

are used together. Indeed, most speakers use a combination of ethos, pathos, and 

logos to persuade their audiences. The next time you listen to a speech, watch a 

commercial, or listen to a friend try to convince you to lend him some money, be 

on the lookout for these ancient Greek tools of persuasion. 

A) Answer the following questions: 

1- According to the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle, what are the three 

basic tools of persuasion? 

………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 

2- How can you make the audience trust you? 

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………… 

3- What is Logos?  

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………........................ 
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B) Choose the correct answers: 

4- …………….. is a speaker’s way of connecting with an audience’s emotions. 

a) Logos  b) Pathos  c) Ethos  d) Persuasion 

5- Use of logos can also increase a speaker’s ……….. 

a) logos  b) pathos  c) ethos  d) Greek philosophy 

(D)Writing 

Write a description of a person whom you look up to. 

 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………........................ 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………........................ 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………........................  

 

Model Exam  

O. Level (Hello) 

(based on units 1 & 2 
1- Choose the correct answer:  

1- There is very little …..….. from the factory so it is not bad for the environment.  

a) waste   b) wave   c) weight   d) wildlife  

2- My wife loves Mecca and she wants to live there ……………………. .  

a) ever    b) long time   c) forever   d) never  

3- It is too dangerous to ……………… under water without oxygen.  

a) remember   b) remind   c) return   d) remain  

4- The writer wants to ……………………….. his new book soon  

a) punish   b) publish   c) polish   d) varnish  

5- The boys were happy as they found the cartoon ………………………. .  
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a) laugh   b) amused   c) amusing   d) boring  

6- The …………………….. wrote a good collection of poems  

a) player   b) poet    c) pot    d) poetry  

7- They understood the terrible damage they had ………………………. .  

a) made   b) do    c) did    d) caused  

8- The men’s hair didn’t change and ………………………. white. 

a) maintained   b) remained   c) attained   d) obtained 

9- That boy loves to draw buildings! He wants to be ……….. when he grows up.  

a) an engineer   b) a businessman  c) an architect   d) an artist  

10- What's the reason ……………. he accepted this job.  

a) for    b) why    c) on    d) of  

11- Hossam has previous ……………… to do many useful things.  

a) experience   b) expert   c) experienced   d) experiment  

12- The university is ……………………. for a qualified doctor at the moment.  

a) advertisement  b) advertised   c) advertises   d) advertising  

13- While I …………….. for work I saw an advertisement for my dream job.  

a) was looking   b) looked   c) have looked   d) looks  

14- People ………………… work when they are older for many reasons.  

a) continued   b) have continued to  c) continuing to  d) continue to  

15- I ………… working with my company but now I want to look for another job.  

a) enjoyed   b) enjoying   c) have enjoyed  d) enjoyed to  

16- She always ……………. from me and never remembers to pay me back.  

a) borrowing   b) borrow   c) borrowed   d) borrows 

2- Fill in the spaces: 

 My aunt and uncle, ………(a)……….. live in Port Said, have a big house with a 

garden. They do most of ……………(b)…………… work themselves. My aunt 
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……………(c)…………… gardening and her friends say it is the prettiest garden in 

……………………(d)…………………. world! At the moment, my uncle is painting the house 

………………(e)………………… and his friend, Mr. Sobhy, is …………(f) ………………………… 

3- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:  

A goal is something you want to achieve. First, decide what your goal is. For 

example, do you want to pass a test? Do you want to be a doctor? When you have 

decided on your goal, write it down on paper and look at it every day. Then decide 

what you must do to succeed. Some people never reach their goal because they think 

it is impossible. But you must always believe that your goals are possible. Don’t think, 

“This test is difficult. I’ll probably fail”. Instead, think, “This test is difficult, but I’ve 

worked hard and I will pass it.” Most people are successful at things they enjoy. So 

always try to enjoy your work. Keep looking at the goal you wrote on paper and think 

how happy you will be when you succeed. Think about that while you are working 

and you will enjoy your work.  

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1- What is the opposite of pass?  

a- succeed   b- fail     c- lose    d- miss  

2- What kind of things are most people successful at?  

a- Things that are easy.     b- Things that are difficult.  

c- Things that they enjoy doing.     d- Things they work hard at.  

3- Deciding what to do to succeed is the …………………. stage in the process of success. 

a) first   b) second   c) third   d) fourth 

4-   What does the underlined word "that" refer to?  

a) Success  b) Goals   c) Happiness d) Progress 
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Answer the following questions:  

5- What is this passage about? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………….……………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

6- What should you do when you have written your goal on paper? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

7- Why do some people not reach their goal? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………..………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

4- Translate into English:  

 .كان للعلماء و المفكرين العرب تأثير كبير على الثقافة الغربية

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5- Translate into Arabic:  

 Most young people today are substandard in culture and knowledge. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6- Write an essay of about 150 words on one only of the following topics:  

1- A new invention or discovery which will change our life to the better.  

2- Building a good citizen needs a great effort from all people and organizations. 
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Model Exam 3 
O. Level 

(based on units 3 & 4) 
1- Choose the correct answer:  

1- The house ……………………….. with smoke.  

a) filled   b) fills    c) was filled    d) filling  

2. I didn't go to the party because I …………………… .  

a) invited   b) didn't invite  c) was not invited   d) was invited  

3. Cheese should be covered when it ……………… to the shops.  

a) takes   b) is taken   c) took    d) taken  

4. We should ………….. water carefully because of its scarce in the future.  

a) damage   b) waste   c) pollute    d) manage  

5. Cotton needs …………….. soil to grow well.  

a) fertile   b) fertilizers   c) poor    d) barren  

6. The player committed dangerous fouls ………….. so he was sent away.  

a) carefully   b) deliberately  c) luckily    d) careless  

7. Those who lost their legs or arms are in need of having …………….. limbs.  

a) industrial   b) synthetic   c) artificial    d) natural  

8. Our farming always counts ………………… the Nile water.  

a) from   b) of    c) in     d) on  

9. It is always best to accompany ………… friends to help you in time of need. 

a) reliable   b) cripple   c) foolish    d) lazy 

10 He cut himself while …………………… .  

a) saved   b) was shaving   c) shaving d) shaves  

11- I didn't hear the phone since I …………………..a shower.  

a) have    b) have had   c) was having    d) had  
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12- Shorouk………………………. .tired because she has done a lot of work.  

a) was    b) is    c) has been    d) had been  

13- Help yourself. Don’t be …………………… .  

a) dizzy    b) noisy c) lazy d) laziness  

14- You had better …………………… hard for the exam.  

a) to study   b) studied   c) studying    d) study  

15- I hope Egypt will …………………… its financial crisis.  

a) overcome   b) overlook   c) overhear    d) overdo  

16- We’ll …………………… our children till they become adults.  

a) courage   b) support   c) discourage    d) frustrate  

2- Fill in the spaces: 

About ten percent of people in Egypt have something called dyslexia. People 

………..(a)…………. dyslexia find it difficult to read. In the past, people used 

…………(b)…………… think that students with dyslexia were lazy and didn't want to 

learn. Other people thought they …………….(c)…………….. not intelligent. Actually, 

people with dyslexia are usually intelligent ……………(d)………………. other ways. 

3- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:  

 Everyone's personality is as different and unique as everyone's fingerprints. We 

can usually see people's personality in the clothes they wear, or how they look after 

their things, or how they behave with other people. When we say that we know 

someone well, what we really mean is that we can make accurate guesses about 

what that person will do or think. We know the different features of their personality. 

These features are called "personality traits". 

               Psychologists think that we have "central personality traits". These affect 

how we behave, and how we react to people and situations. Examples of central 

personality traits are friendliness, neatness, competitiveness, shyness and optimism. 
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Some psychologists think that we inherit these central traits from our family and that 

they usually stay with us all our life. 

             Psychologists say that we also have "secondary traits", connected with the 

things we prefer, such as our favourite food, music, films or colours. These can 

change as we get older, but very often many of them stay the same all our lives. 

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- Many psychologists think that we get our central traits from ……………… . 

a) school              b) books               c) our family           d) our friends 

2- According to the passage, if we know people well, we get to know ……… . 

a) their families                                b) ourselves 

c) their neighbours                          d) their personality traits 

3- Our secondary trait may ……………. as we get older. 

a) stay the same.  b) widen  c) strengthen d) remain the same 

4-  Personality traits are the different ……………….. of our personality. 

a) characters   b) mentality  c) features  d) strategies  

Answer the following questions:- 

5- How are people different from each other? 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6- Mention three adjectives from the passage that describe positive aspects of 

people's personalities. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

7- What are the different types of traits mentioned in the passage. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

4- Translate into English:  
 اجلهود اليت ُتبذل من أجل حتسني الصحة ال ميكن أن تتم بنجاح إال بتعاون األفراد مع احلكومة.إن  -

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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5- Translate into Arabic:  

The 20th century will be remembered for its scientific revolution. Our age is 

the age of the atom, space and revolutionary medical achievements. Therefore, 

conferences are organised to apply and make use of these achievements. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..……………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

6- Write an essay of about 150 words on one only of the following topics:  

1- Facebook 

2- "Choose a job that you would like to do after you graduate". 
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Answers 
 Enterprise 4 
Units 1&2 

Vocabulary 

Choose the correct answer: 

1. Someone who sells fish is a…………………………… . 

(fisher man - fisher – fish monger – sailor) 

2. Martin is a/an……………… he studies the positions of stars and 

planets and how they affect the behavior of humans. 

(astronomer – meteorologist – astrologer – weather presenter) 

3. To get my foot in the door means to……………………………... 

(come to an end – get started – finish – stop) 

4. His………as a tennis player came to an end when he had a broken arm. 

(career – job – occupation – profession) 

5. He is an……………matador. He is paid for his work. 

(amateur – professional – athletic – trainee) 

6. She is popular……….many people in the region. 

(in – with – for – at) 

7. He is very rich. He always afford expensive………………places. 

(exclusive – reasonable – sophisticated – limited) 

8. Over 15 million people live in the………………… of Cairo. 

(village – town – district – metropolis) 

9. The Nile River is of great………………..importance. 

(antique – ancient – old – historical ) 

10. He read the………….well before he decided to go to the museum. 

(leaflet - hand out – prospectus – brochure) 
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11.The work of the archaeologist…………………the remains of the lost city. 

(revealed – gear – transform – restored) 

12.The tourists bought tickets for a/an………………around the town. 

(expedition – travel – sightseeing – excursion) 

13.I was taken…………by his bad attitude.  

(down – back – aback – to) 

14.The government decided to ……………….. Baron Castle into an  

    enormous hotel.  

(transmit – transform – transplant – transfuse) 

15.Tom doesn't like to ………………. with his friends as he has no time. 

(meet – socialize – support – make) 

16. My favorite dress is a bright orange……………….one. 

(flower – florist – floral – blue) 

17. Mathew is not a……………person, he can't make up his mind about  

      anything.  

(decide – decisive – decision – persuasive) 

18. Janet works full time and takes care of two children as well, she really  

……..…………… 

(as busy as a bee – has what it takes – has her hands full – 

as strong as an ox) 
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19. The spy was arrested because had given ……………important secrets to 

the enemies. 

(away – out – up – on) 

20. I go to school every day …………… a bike. 

(by – in – on – with) 

Fill the spaces with the suitable words: 

{along- consume- repair- typical- redundant- exclusive- trauma- held-

persistent- stubborn- down- out- to- breakage- tell- out of} 

1.John persistent, he never gives up and always finishes what he starts. 

2.I was made redundant when the company closed down. 

3.That club is very exclusive; only rich people can afford to go there. 

4.It's typical of Tom to be 10 minutes late for his appointments. 

5.You should try to get along with Tom, he's your brother after all. 

Grammar 

Rewrite using the words in brackets:- 

1.My father was very tired so that he couldn't work.                           (too) 

   He was too tired to work. 

2.Mary is too short, so she can't reach the shelf.                             (enough) 

   She isn't tall enough to reach the shelf. 

3.I am fond of reading comics.                                                           (keen) 

   I am keen on reading comics. 
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4.My dad died 1981.                                                                           (away) 
   He passed away in 1981. 

5.Sue stopped smoking last year.                                                       (gave) 
   She gave up smoking last year. 

6.I don't watch T.V at all.                                                                      (hate) 

   I hate watching T.V. 

7.Tom used to have many friends.                                                    (friendly) 

   Tom was friendly. 

8.The last time I drank tea was a week ago.                                       (drunk) 

    I haven't drunk tea since Sunday. 

9.I had a meal and then I had a bath.                                                   (until) 

     I didn't have a bath until I had had a meal. 

10.Tom is a famous dentist. His hospital is a big one.                       (whose) 

      Tom whose hospital is a big one is a famous dentist. 

11.I go to a language school. I learn English in it.                              (where) 

     I go to a language school where I learn English in. 

12.All the cars which Germany makes are excellent.                 (made) 

    All the cars which are made in Germany are excellent. 

13. I baked a cake. I gave half of it to my sister.                          (which) 

    I baked a cake, half of which I gave to my sister. 

14. I have two brothers. Neither of them likes seafood.                    (whom) 

   I have two brothers, neither of whom likes seafood.  

15. Tom started working for our company 15 years ago.                  (been) 

   Tom has been working for our company for 15 years. 
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Novel 
Great Expectations 

Ch.1-5 
1. The theme of guilt appeared at the beginning of the novel. 

Indeed, it appeared at the beginning. When the convict met Pip in the 

marshes, he threatened Pip and ordered him to bring a file and some food 

or he would cut his throat. Later lying in bed, Pip thought about the hulk 

where he would be one day as he was going to rob Mrs. Joe. He was very 

frightened and he didn't sleep well that night. When he stole the file from 

Joe's box of tools. 

When pip stole the food, he also poured some brandy and replaced the 

brandy with some  tar-water. At Christmas, they had some guests included 

Uncle Pumblechook who was offered some brandy, when he drank , he 

jumped up and began coughing. Pip was sure that he had murdered him. 

2."You get me a file and some food. Bring them to me tomorrow, or I 

will cut your heart out!" Comment 

The dreadful man Pip met at the churchyard said these words to Pip 

when he knew from Pip that he lived with the blacksmith,  he took hold of 

both arms and ordered him to get a file and some food or he would cut his 

heart out. He told Pip that he had young friend hiding with him who loved to 

take small boys' hearts. 

3.Mrs. Joe appeared to be a bad sister to Pip. Illustrate 

Indeed, the formal relationship between Pip and his sister is evident, as he  

calls her Mrs. Joe. She is the dictator of the house. She treats Pip badly 

and vents(expresses) her anger on both Pip and her husband Joe. She 

wants Pip to be grateful and thankful. Her aggressive character was 

contradicted to Joe's mild-natured simplicity. 
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4.Miss Havisham's house refers to her character. Elaborate 

The house was an old brick house that looked like a deserted house next to 

a deserted brewery. The doors were locked and barred. The inside of the 

house was completely dark and they used candles to lead them. When Pip 

saw her, he said that she was the strangest lady he had ever seen or shall 

see. He also said that everything was strange and sad. The house's name 

is Satis which meant that whoever had that house could want nothing else. 

5.What did Pip think of Estella? 

Pip thought she was pretty and proud but rude which made him like to go 

home. She treated him as if he were a dog, she said that he was stupid with 

rough hands and awful clothes. She didn't look at him or speak to him. She 

made him feel bad about his hands and clothes. As a result he found a 

place where she couldn't see him and began to cry. 

6.Pip told a lot of lies about his visit to Miss Havisham. Discuss 

Out of fear of Mrs.Joe, he didn't want to talk about Estella and didn't Pip 

was forced to tell lies. He told them that Miss Havisham was tall and dark. 

Estella handed him wine and cake on a gold plate. There were 4 dogs 

fighting over expensive meat in a silver basket. They all played with flags 

and swords. Later he felt guilty and told Joe that he had lied but decided not 

to tell Mrs. Joe the truth to avoid too much trouble. 

7."Why don't you cry?" Comment 

Estella said these words to Pip at Miss Havisham's house when she came 

out of the house to let him out of the gate. Perhaps she saw fear in his eyes 

so she asked him why he didn't cry. When he told her that he didn't want, 

she said he was about to cry. Laughing, she pushed him out and locked the 

gate. 
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8. Joe allows Mrs. Joe to treat him badly. Discuss 

Joe told Pip that his father used to hit his mother which forced her to run 

away with Joe but returned back by her husband who hit them again. He 

believed that his father was good in his heart, but his problem was that he 

drank too much. Both his parents died when he was still young. Finally, he 

met Mrs. Joe and married her. He remembered how badly his father treated 

his mother so he decided that he would never treat his wife badly. He would 

rather endure her anger than be angry with her. He believed that his wife 

was a good woman as she was looking after her baby brother. 

9. What happened to Pip's sister? 

Joe hired a man called Orlick to help with the work. He was a big and 

unhappy man. When he heard that Pip took a half holiday, he wanted one 

too. At first Joe refused, but Orlick argued, and finally, Joe agreed. Mrs. Joe 

was angry at both Joe and Orlick who called her some names. Joe and 

Orlick fought and Joe hit him hard. Mrs. Joe fainted and Joe carried her to 

the house. Later, she was found lying on the kitchen floor. She was hit on 

the back of the head and lay in bed for a long time, couldn't remember or 

speak.    

 

Poetry 

Tears  

Tears, idle tears, I know not what they mean, 

Tears from the depth of some divine despair 

Rise in the heart, and gather in the eyes, 

In looking on the happy autumn-fields, 

And thinking of the days that are no more. 
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1- Paraphrase the previous stanza and pick out TWO figures of speech! 

I do not know the meaning of these useless tears . When one looks at the 

golden fields of autumn and remembers the past , their divine sadness are 

deep in the heart, then tears come into our eyes when we remember the days 

that will never come back. 

Figures of speech: 

(know – not) / (depth – divine): alliteration 

(the happy autumn-fields): personification 

2- Where is Tennyson’s imagery drawn from?  

Tennyson’s imagery is drawn from classical mythology; he uses the Greek 

concept of the afterworld as a place to which you sail by ship. 

3- With reference to the poem show that Tennyson was not sad about the 

loss of a particular friend but about his life at large?  

This is a song from Tennyson’s Princess. It was inspired not so much by an 

actual grief as by the general sorrow that comes from the knowledge that all 

things pass away so he repeated "the days that are no more" 

Ah, sad and strange as in dark summer dawns 

The earliest pipe of half-awakened birds 

To dying ears, when unto dying eyes 

The casement slowly grows a glimmering square; 

So sad, so strange, the days that are no more. 

4- Paraphrase the previous stanza and pick out THREE figures of 

speech! 

The past is as sad and as strange as the sound of the morning birds singing 

happily to people who are dying and whose failing eyes can only see the 

window as a shining square . The past is sad and strange . 

Figures of speech: 

(sad – strange) – (dark – dawns) : alliteration 

(dying – dying): repetition  

(as in dark summer) : simile 

5- What is the main idea of the poem? 

This poem is not from a personal experience but from the general sadness 

due to the fact that death is the fate of all living creatures. To think of the past 

is like dying during life. 
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Spotlights On Islam 

Ch.3  

The Pre-Islamic Society 

1-What was Prophet Mohammed known for? 

- His integrity. 

2-Why was the prophet sent? 

- To lead people to the right path. 

3- How did the Meccans receive the prophet's claim? 

- They rejected it. 

4-What was the plight of all prophets? 

- They weren't believed by their people. 

5-What characterized the change made by Islam in Mecca? 

- It was great, occurred in very limited period. 

6-What does Islam call the pre-Islamic period? 

- Al- Jahiliah. It means Ignorance. 

7-Why were the pre-Islamic Arabs illiterate? 

- They made no efforts to educate themselves or their children. 

8-What civilizations surrounded the Arabs? 

- The ancient Egyptian, the Persian, the Roman. 

9-Where did Prophet Mohammed start his mission? 

- In Mecca. 

10-Where did Prophet Mohammed's message revolutionize life? 

- Not only in Mecca but also throughout what is now called the Middle East. 

11-How was the pre-Islamic society? 

- It was divided into tribes and centered round them. 
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12-Why did the slave dealers have a flourishing market in the pre-

Islamic society? 

- Because there were many fights between the tribes and the victorious 

tribe had the right to enslave whoever was captured. 

13-What was the position of woman in the pre-Islamic community? 

- She was under man's control and there was no limit to the number of 

women he could marry. 

14-Why did the Arabs welcome male infants? 

- Because when they grow up they would be fighters to guard the tribe. 

15-What didn't they welcome the female infants? 

- Because they were considered useless burden. 

16-what were the positive elements in the pre-Islamic society? 

- Hospitality and courage. 

17-What were the bad habits in Arabia before Islam? 

- Burying their female infant alive to spare themselves the troubles, 

drinking alcohol, and gambling. 
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Answers (1) Model Exam 

A Level 
Vocabulary & Structure 

Choose the correct word(s) between brackets: 

1- Judges should be (brave – courageous – polite – fair). 

2- The restaurant (members – crew – staff – group) are very well qualified. 

3- He is very popular (on – by – to – with) the crowds. 

4- We dived off our yacht and swam to the (coast – shore – seaside – bank). 

5- Fasten your seatbelts before the plane takes (up – off – over – in). 

6- While (reading – was reading – read – has read) the story, my friend phoned me. 

7- My brother used to (played – play – playing – player) tennis. 

8- He came with a friend (whose – who – where – which) waited outside in the car. 

9- Mr. Tarek (stay – stays – is staying – staying) in a hotel these days. 

10-  This area is (neither – that – so – too) polluted for anyone to live there. 

Fill in the gaps using the words between brackets: 

(historical – astrologers – career – occupation – historic – has what it takes 

– leaflet) 
1- She has what it takes to be an actress. She is talented and hard-working. 

2- She started career as a writer at the age of 18. 

3- I don’t take astrologers seriously. How can you predict the future by studying 

the stars and planets. 

4- The tourist company gives us a leaflet for sightseeing places. 

5- Khan El Khalili is a historic place. 

Rewrite the following sentences using the word(s) between brackets and giving 

the same meaning: 

1- I’m short, so I can’t reach the books on the upper shelf.     (enough)   

I’m not tall enough to reach the books on the upper shelf. 

2- He is wise and calm.                                                                 (as)   

He is wise and as cool as a cucumber. 

3- I’ve planned to visit Ann tomorrow.                                        (am) 

I’m visiting Ann tomorrow. 

4- It is his habit to pray on time.                                           (used) 

He is used to pray on time. 

5- When did they move to the new house?                       (How long) 

How long is it since they moved to the new house? 
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(D) Literature 

Novel “Great Expectations” 

       Answer TWO questions only: 

1- The theme of guilt appeared at the beginning of the novel. Discuss 

Indeed, it appeared at the beginning. When the convict met Pip in the marshes, 

he threatened Pip and ordered him to bring a file and some food or he would cut 

his throat. Later lying in bed, Pip thought about the hulk where he would be one 

day as he was going to rob Mrs. Joe. He was very frightened and he didn't sleep 

well that night. When he stole the file from Joe's box of tools. 

When pip stole the food, he also poured some brandy and replaced the brandy with 

some tar-water. At Christmas, they had some guests included Uncle Pumblechook 

who was offered some brandy, when he drank, he jumped up and began coughing. 

Pip was sure that he had murdered him. 

2- Miss Havisham's house refers to her character. Elaborate  

The house was an old brick house that looked like a deserted house next to a 

deserted brewery. The doors were locked and barred. The inside of the house was 

completely dark and they used candles to lead them. When Pip saw her, he said that 

she was the strangest lady he had ever seen or shall see. He also said that 

everything was strange and sad. The house's name is Satis which meant that 

whoever had that house could want nothing else. 

3- Pip told a lot of lies about his visit to Miss Havisham. Discuss 

Out of fear of Mrs. Joe, he didn't want to talk about Estella and didn't Pip was 

forced to tell lies. He told them that Miss Havisham was tall and dark. Estella 

handed him wine and cake on a gold plate. There were 4 dogs fighting over 

expensive meat in a silver basket. They all played with flags and swords. Later he 

felt guilty and told Joe that he had lied but decided not to tell Mrs. Joe the truth to 

avoid too much trouble. 
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Comment on ONE quotation only: 
4- "You get me a file and some food. Bring them to me tomorrow, or I will cut your 

heart out!"                                                              Comment 

The dreadful man Pip met at the churchyard said these words to Pip 

when he knew from Pip that he lived with the blacksmith,  he took hold of both arms 

and ordered him to get a file and some food or he would cut his heart out. He told Pip 

that he had young friend hiding with him who loved to take small boys' hearts. 

 

5- "Why don't you cry?" Comment 

Estella said these words to Pip at Miss Havisham's house when she came out of the 

house to let him out of the gate. Perhaps she saw fear in his eyes so she asked him why 

he didn't cry. When he told her that he didn't want, she said he was about to cry. 

Laughing, she pushed him out and locked the gate. 

Poetry “Tears, Idle Tears” 

Tears, idle tears, I know not what they mean, 

Tears from the depth of some divine despair, 

Rise in the heart, and gather to the eyes, 

In looking on the happy Autumn-fields, 

And thinking of the days that are no more. 

            Answer TWO questions only: 

1- What is the main idea of the poem? 

The poem is not from a personal experience but from the general sadness due 

to the fact that death is the fate of all living creatures. To think of the past as 

if dying during life. 

2- Pick out TWO figures of speech and paraphrase the previous stanza. 

Figures of speech: Tears, tears : repetition 

                               Depth, divine, despair: alliteration 

 

3- Who wrote the poem? 

Alfred Tennyson 
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(E) Reading Comprehension 

Read the following passage, then answer the questions: 

A) Answer the following questions: 

1- According to the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle, what are the three 

basic tools of persuasion? 

According to the ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle, there are three basic 

tools of persuasion: ethos, pathos, and logos. 

2- How can you make the audience trust you? 

By using ethos. Ethos is a speaker’s way of convincing the audience that she 

is a credible source. An audience will consider a speaker credible if she 

seems trustworthy, reliable, and sincere. 

3- What is Logos?  

Logos is the use of facts, information, statistics, or other evidence to make 

your argument more convincing. An audience will be more likely to believe 

you if you have data to back up your claims. 

b) Choose the correct answers: 

4- …………….. is a speaker’s way of connecting with an audience’s emotions. 

a) Logos  b) Pathos  c) Ethos  d) Persuasion 

5- Use of logos can also increase a speaker’s ……….. 

a)  logos  b) pathos  c) ethos  d) Greek philosophy 

b) Writing 

-Write a description of a person whom you look up to. 
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Answers of model exam (based on units 1 & 2) 

1-Choose the correct answer:  

1- There is very little …..….. from the factory so it is not bad for the environment.  

a) waste   b) wave   c) weight   d) wildlife  

2- My wife loves Mecca and she wants to live there ……………………. .  

a) ever    b) long time  c) forever   d) never  

3- It is too dangerous to ……………… under water without oxygen.  

a) remember   b) remind   c) return   d) remain  

4- The writer wants to ……………………….. his new book soon  

a) punish   b) publish   c) polish   d) varnish  

5- The boys were happy as they found the cartoon ………………………. .  

a) laugh   b) amused   c) amusing   d) boring  

6- The …………………….. wrote a good collection of poems  

a) player   b) poet    c) pot    d) poetry  

7- They understood the terrible damage they had ………………………. .  

a) made   b) do    c) did    d) caused  

8- The men’s hair didn’t change and ………………………. white. 

a) maintained   b) remained   c) attained   d) obtained 

9- That boy loves to draw buildings! He wants to be ……….. when he grows up.  

a) an engineer   b) a businessman  c) an architect   d) an artist  

10- What's the reason ……………. he accepted this job.  

a) for    b) why    c) on    d) of  

11- Hossam has previous ……………… to do many useful things.  

a) experience   b) expert   c) experienced   d) experiment  

12- The university is ……………………. for a qualified doctor at the moment.  

a) advertisement  b) advertised   c) advertises   d) advertising  

13- While I …………….. for work I saw an advertisement for my dream job.  
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a) was looking   b) looked   c) have looked   d) looks  

14- People ………………… work when they are older for many reasons.  

a) continued   b) have continued to  c) continuing to  d) continue to  

15- I ………… working with my company but now I want to look for another job.  

a) enjoyed   b) enjoying   c) have enjoyed  d) enjoyed to  

16- She always ……………. from me and never remembers to pay me back.  

a) borrowing   b) borrow   c) borrowed   d) borrows 

 

2- Fill in the spaces: 

 My aunt and uncle, …a)who.. live in Port Said, have a big house with a garden. 

They do most of …b)their.… work themselves. My aunt ..c)loves… gardening and 

her friends say it is the prettiest garden in …..d)the…. world! At the moment, my 

uncle is painting the house ……(e)…fence… and his friend, Mr. Sobhy, is …(f) 

helping…. 

3-Read the following passage, then answer the questions:  

A goal is something you want to achieve. First, decide what your goal is. For 

example, do you want to pass a test? Do you want to be a doctor? When you have 

decided on your goal, write it down on paper and look at it every day. Then decide 

what you must do to succeed. Some people never reach their goal because they think it 

is impossible. But you must always believe that your goals are possible. Don’t think, 

“This test is difficult. I’ll probably fail”. Instead, think, “This test is difficult, but I’ve 

worked hard and I will pass it.” Most people are successful at things they enjoy. So 

always try to enjoy your work. Keep looking at the goal you wrote on paper and think 

how happy you will be when you succeed. Think about that while you are working 

and you will enjoy your work.  
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  

1- What is the opposite of pass?  

a- succeed   b- fail     c- lose    d- miss  

2- What kind of things are most people successful at?  

b- Things that are easy.     b- Things that are difficult.  

c- Things that they enjoy doing.     d- Things they work hard at.  

3- Deciding what to do to succeed is the …………………. stage in the process of 

success. 

a) first   b) second   c) third   d) fourth 

4-   What does the underlined word "that" refer to?  

a) Success  b) Goals   c) Happiness  d) Progress 

Answer the following questions:  

5- What is this passage about? 

 It's about how to succeed in life.  

6- What should you do when you have written your goal on paper? 

Keep looking at it and think how happy you will be when you succeed. 

7- Why do some people not reach their goal?  

Some people never reach their goal because they think it is impossible. 

4- Translate into English:  

 .كان للعلماء و المفكرين العرب تأثير كبير على الثقافة الغربية

Arab scientists and thinkers used to have a great effect on the western culture. 

 

- Translate into Arabic:  

 Most young people today are substandard in culture and knowledge.  

 ون المستوى ثقافيا و معرفيا معظم الشباب اليوم د

 

5- Write an essay of about 150 words on one only of the following topics:  

3- A new invention or discovery which will change our life to the better.  

4- building a good citizen needs a great effort from all people and organizations. 
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Answers of model exam (based on units 3 & 4) 

1-Choose the correct answer:  

1- The house ……………………….. with smoke.  

a) filled   b) fills    c) was filled    d) filling  

2. I didn't go to the party because I …………………… .  

a) invited   b) didn't invite  c) was not invited   d) was invited  

3. Cheese should be covered when it ……………… to the shops.  

a) takes   b) is taken   c) took    d) taken  

4. We should ………….. water carefully because of its scarce in the future.  

a) damage   b) waste   c) pollute    d) manage  

5. Cotton needs …………….. soil to grow well.  

a) fertile   b) fertilizers   c) poor    d) barren  

6. The player committed dangerous fouls ………….. so he was sent away.  

a) carefully   b) deliberately  c) luckily    d) careless  

7. Those who lost their legs or arms are in need of having …………….. limbs.  

a) industrial   b) synthetic   c) artificial    d) natural  

8. Our farming always counts ………………… the Nile water.  

a) from   b) of    c) in     d) on  

9. It is always best to accompany ………… friends to help you in time of need. 

a) reliable   b) cripple   c) foolish    d) lazy 

10 He cut himself while …………………… .  

a) saved   b) was shaving   c) shaving                d) shaves  

11- I didn't hear the phone since I …………………..a shower.  

a) have    b) have had   c) was having          d) had  

12- Shorouk………………………. .tired because she has done a lot of work.  

a) was    b) is    c) has been          d) had been  

13- Help yourself. Don’t be …………………… .  

a) dizzy    b) noisy                  c) lazy                    d) laziness  
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14- You had better …………………… hard for the exam.  

a) to study   b) studied   c) studying    d) study  

15- I hope Egypt will …………………… its financial crisis.  

a) overcome   b) overlook   c) overhear    d) overdo  

16- We’ll …………………… our children till they become adults.  

a) courage   b) support   c) discourage    d) frustrate  

2- Fill in the spaces: 

About ten percent of people in Egypt have something called dyslexia. People 

………..(a)with… dyslexia find it difficult to read. In the past, people used 

…………(b)…to……… think that students with dyslexia were lazy and didn't want to 

learn. Other people thought they …………….(c)…are….. not intelligent. Actually, 

people with dyslexia are usually intelligent ……………(d)…in………. other ways. 

3- Read the following passage, then answer the questions:  

 Everyone's personality is as different and unique as everyone's fingerprints. We 

can usually see people's personality in the clothes they wear, or how they look after 

their things, or how they behave with other people. When we say that we know 

someone well, what we really mean is that we can make accurate guesses about what 

that person will do or think. We know the different features of their personality. These 

features are called "personality traits". 

               Psychologists think that we have "central personality traits". These affect 

how we behave, and how we react to people and situations. Examples of central 

personality traits are friendliness, neatness, competitiveness, shyness and optimism. 

Some psychologists think that we inherit these central traits from our family and that 

they usually stay with us all our life. 

             Psychologists say that we also have "secondary traits", connected with the 

things we prefer, such as our favourite food, music, films or colours. These can change 

as we get older, but very often many of them stay the same all our lives. 
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- Many psychologists think that we get our central traits from ……………… . 

a) school              b) books               c) our family           d) our friends 

2- According to the passage, if we know people well, we get to know ……… . 

a) their families                                b) ourselves 

c) their neighbours                          d) their personality traits 

3- Our secondary trait may ……………. as we get older. 

a) stay the same.  b) widen  c) strengthen d) remain the same 

4-  Personality traits are the different ……………….. of our personality. 

a) characters   b) mentality  c) features  d) strategies   

Answer the following questions:- 

1- How are people different from each other? 

In the clothes they wear, or how they look after their things, or how they behave 

with other people. 

2- Mention three adjectives from the passage that describe positive aspects of people's 

personalities. 

Different    unique    accurate 

3- What are the different types of traits mentioned in the passage. 

"central personality traits" 

"secondary traits" 

4- Translate into English:  

 إن الجهود التي ُتبذل من أجل تحسين الصحة ال يمكن أن تتم بنجاح إال بتعاون األفراد مع الحكومة. -

The efforts exerted to improve the health issue cannot succeed unless individuals  

cooperate with governments . 

- Translate into Arabic:  

The 20
th

 century will be remembered for its scientific revolution. Our age is the age of 

the atom, space and revolutionary medical achievements. Therefore, conferences are 

organised to apply and make use of these achievements. 

رة والفضاء واالنجازات الطبية ذالعلمية حيث ان عصرنا هو عصر الكر القرن العشرين بثورته ذسنظل نت

 لك تنظم المؤتمرات لتطبيق تلك االنجازات واالستفادة منها.ذل الهائلة.

5- Write an essay of about 150 words on one only of the following topics:  

 -  Facebook 

-  "Choose a job that you would like to do after you graduate". 


